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DIETER DOTTING

The Vase of the Eighty-eight Glyphs:
Implications for the Decipherment of the Maya Script

In the decipherment of the hieroglyphic script of the classic Maya culture of the
ancient Mexican and Guatemalan lowlands a certain frame of widely accepted, not
necessarily proven »readings« has emerged; it turns out to be exceedingly difficult
to go beyond these because of our inability to cope with the lost patterns of Mayan
religious-mythological thought. This inability is felt deeply especially if we try to
inquire into the strange underworld scenes on polychrome vases with their abbre
viated, telegraphic glyph texts. Without doubt the script is a mixed system of
logograms or word signs (main component) and of a restricted number of logo-
syllabic signs (minor phonetic component, mainly of later development). Some of
the more important graphemes seem to be bi- or polyvalent, having both a
morphemic-logographic and a phonetic value, the latter usually but not always
derived from the former (Diitting 1985 a). Examples of polyvalent signs are T501
(morphemic nab/ha’, phonetic ba), T528 (morphemic haab/tun, phonetic cu),
T585a (morphemic bix/pix, phonetic be/bi), T669a,b (morphemic kab/kam?, pho
netic ka)'. The divergence in interpretations between different researchers is caused
to a considerable degree by different readings of the major syntactic affixes (like
T23 = na or al, T130 = aan or wa), and by a different attitude towards substitutions

of glyphic elements, which could be based on purely phonetic or on semantic

principles.
In the attempt to decipher a logographic script one is often condemned to end up in
a blind alley, which can only be avoided by frequently questioning one’s own
results, at least as long as no criteria of proof are available. Probably one such blind
alley is my former assignment of the values tzem, »chest«, tzen-, »sustain, suste
 nance«, to the »double comb« grapheme T630 (Diitting 1972), even though both
the iconic aspect (T630 looks like the ribs of a chest) and the semantic requirements
were well fulfilled. T630 is closely associated with the Moon Goddess who can be
conceived as the goddess who »sustains children«. She is also the one who »gives
birth to children«, and it is this function to which grapheme T630 seems to refer.
Recently I have shown (Diitting 1983) that T630 is not an allograph of T25: 25, ca-
ca, as widely assumed, but that it is related to T563a, zi\ »firewood, gift« (in my
opinion a correct decipherment of T.S. Barthel based on considerations of
H. Beyer), from which it cannot be distinguished in the Codices 2 . For this and other
reasons I based my new reading of T630 on Yucatec zih-, »birth, be born«, Kekchi

zih-, »originate«.
In the magnificent, but largely undeciphered text of the »Vase of the 88 Glyphs«, a
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